PUNK WHIZ 5

ANIL
Perth, Australia

Another misdefinition pun quiz. Numbers in parentheses are the letters in the answer; (5|4) is a charade, a nine letter word splitting into a five plus four letter pun. My answers are out back. And yours?

1. possessing the temporal sagacity that makes the world go round the south pole (5|4)
2. where to go and what be doing if you hope for a sick person to get better (7|4)
3. making a big deal of someone’s accent, branding it Communist (11|11)
4. a particular suite of locked soundproof basement rooms in Austria (8|5)
5. a worthless nation or its traitorous giveaway by the leaders (4|7)
6. The taste of Indian cooking can win brownie points. (5|6)
7. Losing weight? Yes, the weight of mental baggage. (13)
8. compose yourself by shopping with your partner (3|2|8)
9. what “men only” clubs do, excepting drink servers (3|5)
10. what men call cute women who like to go buy-buy (4)
11. tinned manure, or bush toilet, or Bush slogan (3|2)
12. shop a lot—and blame it on the advertisers (4|3|4)
13. where to go to register your complaints (12 = 7+7)
14. made to play Santa Claus—on the street! (5|3|4)
15. music for obese boppers (11|4)
16. a small abattoir (5|4)
17. a little toil (6 or 8)
18. the executive restroom (5)
19. Imported? Preposterous! (3-7)
20. jet repulsion; attitude of a Luddite (4-8)
21. Be groovy and solve a crossword clue. (3|4!)
22. a closet homo—but a sophisticated muso (6|5)
23. Antwerp diamond centre, “ice” at its core (5|2|5)
24. Con artists take a naive “mark” for a ride. (4|3|4)
25. brave and daring but dyslexic in a sudden wind (5)
26. meaning business (“Meaning” meaning meaning.) (9)
27. where the man in the street’s indecision left him (6 2 3 4)
28. brief travelogue films from the north central Atlantic (7 6)
29. when all four seasons are free of depression and power failures (5 4)
30. crowded area terrorism (crowded Globe ecoterrorism, actually) (10 4)
31. refuse to eat with someone unless it’s a cordial vegetarian meal (4 2 4 4)
32. community-minded goal of the serial arsonist, a good family man (4 3 4 5 7.)
33. describing high quality German goods—or our editor’s self-erected house (5-5)
34. where babies like to hang out (and raise war cries of outrageous fortune?) (2 2 4)
35. what faith healers say to their blind failures, referring them to the afterlife (4 3 3.)
36. I find it hard to imagine that that playboy is sterile. “I kid you not!” is his line. (13)